
Zettex Cleaners and degreasers

Zettex Lubrication products

Zettex Conservation products

Zettex Industrial Cleaner

Very concentrated oil- absorbent product which guarantees a good result on heavy

contaminate surfaces. Removes easily oil and oily contamination, soot, old wax,

resins and vegetable and animal grease. Is free of Cfk's and chloride hydrocarbon. 

Is biodegradable and doesn't give ecologic damage when used in a proper way.

Application areas:

For cleaning of: floors, machines, engines, trucks,

tarplins, soot etc.

Good disolving capability, environmentally friendly, user friendly.

First spray the cleaning surfaces and let the product absorb into the dirt.

remove by flush with a lot of water. Flush from lowest point to the top.

Dilute with water from 1:10 to 1:30 dependant on the contamination.

Number Description

68ZE901454 Industrial cleaner 500 ml. Handsprayer

68ZE901455 Industrial cleaner 10 liter can

68ZE901456 Industrial cleaner 25 liter can

68ZE901457 Industrial cleaner 200 liter barrel

68ZE901458 Industrial cleaner 1000 liter container

Zettex MC-3 Cleaner

Very powerful alkaline special cleaner for efficiant and safe removing of soot contamination and heavy oil and

greasy contaminations. As neutraliser ideal to be use in engine rooms, because it  gives in the "bilge"

a very fast separation of oily contaminations. Separates within a few minutes.

Application areas:

Special developped for cleaning of engine rooms

in marine and offshore.

Soot contamination after a fire,  exhausts, funnels, 

compressors etc.

Easy to work in combination with a high pressure cleaner.

Delute with water 1:1 to 1:25 which depend on the contamination.

Spray it or brush it and let it absorb into the contamination 

for a few minutes.

Ruim naspoelen met water van onder naar boven.

Don't use it concentrated on hot/stainless steel/

aluminium surfaces.

User advise: wheelhouse 1:25

User advise: gangway/deck 1:10

For claening of aluminium hatch covers we advise

Zettex Aluminium cleaner Plus.

Number Description

68ZE901414 MC-3 Cleaner 10 liter can
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Zettex Aluminium Cleaner Plus

Active sour dilutable cleaner based on non aggresive sours. Especially for cleaning of aluminium

and galvanized metal.

Application areas:

For removing of grease, dirt and corrosion layers of aluminium.

Marine applications: aluminium tear plate hatch covers, end covers

and floor plates.

Body work: aluminium covers of trailers and

trucks

Delute 1:5 at strong contamination, 

1:10 with normal contamination, 1:25 with light contamination.

Don't use it on warm or hot surfaces!!

Don't use it in the sun.

Don't let it dry.

Flush immediately with water!!

Number Description

68ZE230074 Aluminium Cleaner Plus 5 liter can

Zettex Powerclean 98

High foaming and medium powerful deck cleaner, which doesn't harm 1-component paint work aantast.

No bleaching or reduction in gloss of the paint by the cleaner.

Application areas:

For wet cleaning of ship decks, wheelhouse, deck

and gangways.

In the industry for carwash in combination with high pressure cleaner.

First spray or brush the surfaces.

Let it absorb for several minutes and flush it with a lot of

water.

Dilution 1:5 to 1:50 depends on amount of dirt.

Number Description

68ZE205010 Powerclean 98 10 liter can

68ZE961250 Powerclean 98 210 liter barrel

Zettex Powerclean 99

High foaming and degreasing cleaner, which must be deluted with water.

Application areas:

For wet cleaning of ship decks, wheelhouse, deck

and gangways.

In the industry for carwash in combination with high pressure cleaner.

First spray or brush the surfaces.

Let it absorb for several minutes and flush it with a lot of water.

Delute by extreme dirt 1:5

Strong dirt 1:15

Normal dirt 1:20

Steam cleaning 1:50

High pressure cleaning 1:30

Number Description

68ZE206010 Powerclean 99 10 liter can

68ZE206020 Powerclean 99 25 liter can

68ZE206030 Powerclean 99 210 liter barrel
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Zettex Profi Cleaner

A degeaser based on a medical alcohol medicinale alcohol which evaporate very fast and leaves no residu. 

Removes dirt very simple. Is chemical neutral. Has got water replacement properties.

Leaves on residu behind!!

Application areas:

Fast removal of oil, grease, silicone etc.  Removes without any problem dirt from 

plastic  and metal surfaces.

Apply a lot of product by spraying and let the dirt drip of the surface.

With heavy contamination brush the Profi Cleaner.

Number Description

68ZE970851 Profi Cleaner 500 ml Spray tin

68ZE970852 Profi Cleaner 5 liter can

68ZE970853 Profi Cleaner 25 liter can

68ZE970854 Profi Cleaner 50 liter can

Zettex Rust & Lime remover.

Extreme powerful, sour, Calcium- cementfilm and soot remover. Heavy concentrated product. 

Safe alternative for cleaner based on hydrochloric acid. Biodegredeable.

Application areas:

For removing of a grey film on concrete, stone, cement mixers,

carwash boxes and ships.

For removing of brown rust stripes on drains,

anchor boxes, deck plates and funnels.

Painted surfaces delute from 1:1 to 1:10.

Brush the surface and flush immediately with a lot of water.

Flush from lowest point to the top. Don't use it on warm drains.

Don't use it in showers and bathrooms because of 

some sensitive materials.

Number Description

68ZE902651 Rust & Lime remover 10 liter can

68ZE901653 Rust & Lime remover 25 liter can

Zettex Electroclean Z

Clear and odourless degreaser. Replacement for traditional cold degreaser, tri-chloride, per-chloride and White-Spirit. 

Application areas:

Cleaning of electro motors,  alternators, starting motors. 

Not harmful for isolation material and rubber.

Not harmful for clothing.

Immerse, spray or use a brush or cleaning rag to apply. 

Product can be used undeluted.

Let it absorb 5 to 10 minutes depending on the degree of contamination.

Let the cleaned parts dry in the open air or use compressed air

to dry it faster.

A visual check afterwords is most of the time enough

to see if it is dry and clean.

Number Description

68ZE999010 Electroclean Z 10 liter can

68ZE999025 Electroclean Z 25 liter can

68ZE999030 Electroclean Z 60 liter barrel

68ZE200001 Electroclean Z 200 liter barrel

For sink and wash basins in each workshop.
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Zettex Oil Killer

An alkaline cleaner for several applications.

Biodegredeable and easy to use.

Contains special extreme substances for easy degreasing.

Application areas:

For cleaning of concrete, plastic resin floors,

engines, parts, engine rooms, ship deck

and many other industrial applications.

Removes easily all kinds of oils, grease, soot,

carbon, old wax and resin kind of dirts.

Disperse Zettex Oil Killer with water, depending on the 

degree of polution appr. to 1:10.

On warm and/or blank aluminium parts disperse up to 1:25.

Spray the dirt area generous with the product and let it

penetrate several minutes. Than flush it with a lot of water

from lowest point up to the top.

Number Description

68ZE901451 Oil Killer 10 liter can

68ZE901452 Oil Killer 25 liter can

Zettex Multi cleaner and degreaser

Powerful quick cleaner with fast evaporating properties. 

Based in industrial alcohol.

Friendly replacement for thinner, aceton, mec and tri based products.

As cleaner for couplings, hydraulics, chain etc. 

To use for metal cleaning and even for plastics before a glue application.  

Application areas:

Can be used on almost any metal or plastic.

For fast removal of grease, oil and dirt.

Spray the surface and let the dirt drip of.

With heavy contamination use a brush on the surface.

Number Description

68ZE998001 Multi cleaner and degreaser 500 ml spray

68ZE998002 Multi cleaner and degreaser 5 liter can

68ZE998003 Multi cleaner and degreaser 25 liter can

68ZE998004 Multi cleaner and degreaser 50 liter can

68ZE998005 Multi cleaner and degreaser 200 liter barrel

Zettex  Tar remover

Special product for removing tar, bitum, grease, oil and asphalt spots from paint, 

glass and chrome surfaces. Alternative for White-Spirit and Thinner.

Evaporate fast.

Application Areas:

For removing tar and bitum from paint and glass.

Use a cleaning rag and make it wet with Tar remover, clean with th

wet rag the surface and remove easy the tar or bitum.

Let the surface dry and let evaporate the residu.

After this surface is ready for other treatment.

Number Description

68ZE950405 Tar remover 500ml spray tin

68ZE912715 Tar remover 5 liter can

68ZE603103 Handsprayer for tar remover

68ZE900325 Refill sprayer Spruhboy aluminium

68ZE900330 Airfill adapter for spruhboy
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Zettex Multifoam

Extremely multifunctional foam spray, easy and fast in use. 

Leaves no scratches, blobs or stripes on the material surface.

Spray the surface and  clean and dry it with cleaning paper or cleaning rags.

Can be used without problems on many different materials.

Application areas:

For fast and easy removal of dirt, grease, rubber stripes, soot, wax,

paint markers etc.

Number Description

68ZE920480 Multifoam 500 ml. Spray tin

Zettex Plastic Cleaner

Plastic cleaner with protective components.

For all types of synthetic materials.

Contains environmetally natural friendly components.

Is an alkaline product.

Easily removes dirts, stains and smal scratches from the surface.

Protective properties for different types of synthetic materials.

Number Description

68ZE924451B Plastic cleaner 500 ml. Trigger

68ZE924452B Plastic cleaner 10 liter can

Zettex Security Cleaner

Is a safe and versatile degreaser, which leaves no oil film

behind. Is safe for use on most plastics, including surfaces

that are painted or to be painted, vinyl and glass.

Material: polyester epoxy resin

Very safe, universally applicable, ready to use, eveporates

slowly, environmentally friendly.

Applications:

Degreasing and cleaning of all kind of surfaces etc.

Removes glue residues, stickers and labels. Removes 

grease and oil spots from textile. Removes contact glue 

resudues. Removes old layers of oil and grease.

Finishing touches to Zettex MS Polymer grout joints.

Number Description

68ZE483001 Security Cleaner 500ml spray tin

68ZE483002 Security Cleaner 1 liter

68ZE483003 Security Cleaner 5 liter can

68ZE483004 Security Cleaner 25 liter can

Zettex RVS Spray (Zettex Stainless Steel Spray)

Is a transparant, dry and waxy protective layer for metal/plastics

and painted surfaces.

Very quickly and easily removes all contamination from all types of metals

and plastic. Has a high protective effect and is wind- and waterproof.

Material: Acid-free parfine oil

Does not contain any abrasives. Leaves a protective layer behind.

Rust and water resistant. Ready to use. Safe and environmentally

friendly. Excellent for cleaning stainless steel in kitchens.

Number Description

68ZE208980 RVS Spray 500ml spray tin
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Zettex Spruhboys

Refillable spray tin which can be put under pressure with compressed air.

Capacity 450 ml.

Number Description

68ZE900325 Spruhboy color blue

68ZE900328 Spruhboy color yellow

68ZE900326 Spruhboy color green

68ZE900327 Spruhboy color red

68ZE900330 Airfill adapter for Spruhboy

Zettex Balsam

Is a spray containing silicone for protecting rubber and PVC.

Zettex Balsam can also be used to bring back the shine to

worn synthetic materials.

For pretecting all types of rubber, synthetic materials and PVC. 

For the temporary protection of rubber parts from salt and grease.

Number Description

68ZE970205 Balsam 500ml. Spray tin

Zettex  MP800

Is a ceramic paste designed to protect all types of metals. Zettex Multi paste

gives a very strong bond and provides durable protection against salt, acid

and water. It can resist very high temperatures (+1000°C) and is chemical

resistant.

Is an alternative to user-unfriendly and environmentally harmfull copper grease

Properties:

Prevents corrosion, less environmentally harmful.

Gives optimal protection against salt and water.

Very strong bond and durable lubricant. Resistant to 1000°C peak load.

Used as a sealing and assembly paste. Ideal for threaded connections

and re-tapping damaged thread.

Especially to recommend for stainless steel fasteners.

Number Description

68ZE308100 Multi pasta 800 tin 250 gram

68ZE308103 Multi pasta 800 tin 500 gram

68ZE308107 Multi pasta 800 Pressure can 200 gram

68ZE308101 Multi pasta 800 400ml spray tin

Zettex Chaingel

Is a high quality universal lubricant and chain spray. It has a broad temperature

range from  -40 °C up to +220 °C. 

Is resin and acid free, friendly to the skin, corrosion resistant and waterproof.

It forms an active, permanent and flexible lubricant film.

Material: Full synthetic grease

Properties:

Very wide range of applications, strong adhesion, dust repellent,

unique penetrating effect, no corrosion on the surface.

For lubrication of axles, tools, transmissions, cables, connecting rods, open

worm wheels, gland nuts etc.

Remove any excess gel with Zettex Profi-cleaner or with Zettex

Security Cleaner.

Number Description

68ZE996052 Chaingel spray grease 400ml spray tin
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Zettex Superlube Hexaflon

Is a high-tech replacement for all Teflon lubricants.

Very low friction coefficient.

For universal use. Clean processing.

Resin and acid free. Excellent creeping properties.

Chemical resistent, water repellent.

Excellent temperature range from -20°C up to +200°C.

For use in different industries for the lubrication of many metal moving

parts. Also for metal conservation.

Number Description

68ZE691010 Superlube Hexaflon 500ml spray tin

Zettex Silicone spray

Is a high quality dry lubricant for lubricating all types of hinged and 

moving surfaces. Content 70% silicone.

Leaves no residues and reduces friction on all surfaces.

Adheres to all surfaces, dry lubrication, long-lasting effect.

For lubricating sliding doors, conveyor belts, chains, hinges and locks.

Suitable as a release agent for dies and moulds. 

Prevents glues, paints and adhesives from sticking on almost 

any surface.

Number Description

68ZE922951 Silicone spray 500ml spray tin

Zettex PTFE Oil

Zettex PTFE oil is a very high quality, universal Teflon-based lubricant

that can be used in the most extreme conditions.

Ensures perfect adhesion on almost any surface.

Is a ready to use product. Dissolves dirt and rust. 

Excellent creeping properties. Withstand very cold and very hot temperatures.

Lubricates up to +250°C.

Highly adhesive on all surfaces.

For long-lasting lubrication of all moving or hinged surfaces. For lubricating

chains that are exposed to extreme conditions. All lubrication in lathes.

As universal lubrication on rusty surfaces.

Number Description

68ZE300590 PTFE Oil 500ml spray tin

Zettex PTFE Grease 

Is a highly adhesive Teflon-based multi-purpose grease.

Can be used universally for heavy loads in the shipping, offshore and

other industries.

Is designed for very high temperatures.

Can be used under high moist environments.

Very low friction coefficient.

As a lubricant for ball-, roller and gel bearings that are subject to

heavy and changeable loads. Can also be used as a lubricant in 

the food industry.

Number Description

68ZE300901 PTFE Grease 500ml spray tin
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Zettex Multi Oil

Is a high-quality universal lubricant with a 7-stage action.

Is moisture repllent and dissolves rust and dirt.

Is resin and acid free and has excellent cleaning properties.

For cleaning and lubrication of seized parts. 

For repelling moisture, for protecting electronic parts and

for dissolving rust, tar and grease.

Number Description

68ZE996043 Multi Oil 500ml spray tin

68ZE990451 Multi Oil 5 liter can

Zettex Graffity Remover

Is a highly-quality deep cleaner for the removal of graffiti.

Also suitable for stubborn felt pen and ink stains.

Material: hydrocarbon cleaner

Can be used on almost any surface.

Very fast action. Does not harm the surface. Does not form shadows.

Is biodegradable.

Number Description

68ZE201060 Graffity remover 500ml spray tin

Zettex Airjet

Is a dry compressed air in a spray can with inflammable gas.

Is ready to use as a mini compressor for removing dust for cleaning

electronic equipment, cameras, keyboards, video equipment,

clocks, fax machines, computers etc.

Number Description

68ZE201110 Airjet dry air 500ml spray can

Zettex Protectwax

Is a fast drying universal protective wax for the long-term protection

of metals against rust and corrosion.

Extremely long preservation period (approx. 5 year)

Based on wax additives.

Gives an excellent protection agains acids and salt.

As a protective wax against rust on untreated metal, joints, seams

and so on. As an effective adhesive, water-repellent, transparant layer.

Number Description

68ZE950350 Protectwax 500ml spray tin

68ZE950351 Protectwax 5 liter can

68ZE950352 Protectwax 50 liter can

Zettex Zinc spray

Zettex Zinc Spray is a fast drying, paintable coating with a very 

high zinc content. Resistant against chemical and mechanical wear. 

Produces  a strong bond with long-lasting protection.

Rust and corrosion resistant. Paintable primer.

Number Description

68ZE410401 Zinc spray Grey 500ml spray tin

Can be paint over.

68ZE410402 Zinc spray Galvanic 500ml spray tin

68ZE410404 Zinc spray Alu 500ml spray tin

Fast drying paintable.
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